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ABSTRACT
Availability is one of the most important concerns in the networking world. For any high available
network, we need to maintain 99.99999% availability. That is why it is one of the most important factors to
find out the single point of failure in the network architecture and eliminate that single point of failure
(SPOF) from physical network and logical network. SPOF in our server infrastructure has been analysed
in terms of communicating with the router for forwarding traffic with multiple routers. We have developed
an algorithm that will automatically select default gateway into the network interface card of virtual
machines. The proposed algorithm will automatically enable Default Gateway Weight settings (DGW)
protocol among routers by configuring Network interface card with default gateway of all routers. The
proposed protocol works based on weight settings for the multiple default gateway configuration in the
host. There will be heartbeat communication and re-convergence will be performed within the shortest
possible time. Lowest weight setting will select the path for packet forwarding through specified routers
related with the default gateway from the virtual machine.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual machine is the integral part to work as a server for different applications. In order to
provide high availability for the virtual machine traffic, we can use network interface card (NIC)
teaming switch independent mode for virtual network adapter of virtual machines. Virtual
network interface card of virtual machines will work with automated default gateway settings
using weight configuration among the virtual network adapter which will provide high
availability among the virtual machines for application that will run into virtual machine. We will
use an algorithm that will run with the protocol to converge the network with virtual machines for
achieving high resiliency with multiple router and will resolve the problem of single point of
failure. To implement our high reliability with virtual machines through automatic default
gateway settings, we will use many networking and server virtualization concepts.
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2. CONCEPT OF VIRTUALIZATION
Through the last decade, the enterprise data centre infrastructure design has been changed in a
large scale to provide multifarious services. It is now an integral part of data centres to provide
services to numerous clients including roaming devices, who are not only connected to the data
centre from internal network of organization, but also connected from other geographic locations
outside the organization. It means that organizations now need to provide much higher levels of
availability and redundancy for internal services which will be accessed from the internet.
Successful organizations generally can adapt rapidly to change business requirements, and can
attain the high availability and resiliency.

2.1. High Availability with virtualization
The enterprise data centre provides services to different of potential clients, including
organization employees who are internal and external, customers and business partners. From any
place and at any time, the clients may need to access the data center service. Because of this, the
most pivotal task is to make the service highly available and responsive. In the case of a service
outage due to the network failure, it is very critical that the service can be restored within a
shortest possible time frame.
To provide a highly availability, it is noteworthy that the system can failover or recover from the
loss of any single component of the network. The system should be able to detect whenever a
component will fail and there should be a mechanism to automatically restore from that failure.
Generally, this is achieved by shifting the services from the failed component to a redundant
component. It is also important that this failover should be happened automatically and that it
does not require administrative attention or effort. But running Virtual machines for providing
different services using multifarious applications subject to the constraint of high availability.

2.2. Virtual Switch
A virtual switch is a software program that works like a physical Ethernet switch that allows
multiple virtual machines (VM) to inter communicate with each other. There is a difference
between physical Ethernet switch and a virtual switch. Virtual switch is not only forward
data packets, but it can intelligently direct communication on the network by inspecting packets
before passing through the network. Few vendors has embedded virtual switches right into the
virtualization software, but a virtual switch can also be included in a server's hardware as
a firmware. Because of its intelligence, virtual switch can ensure the integrity of a VM profile that
includes network and security settings.

2.3. NIC teaming
In NIC teaming solution, multiple physical network adapters are connected to the NIC Teaming
solution-multiplexing unit. This multiplexing unit presents one or more virtual adapters, which is
also known as team network adapters to the operating system. There are different algorithms,
which distribute inbound and outbound traffic between the physical network adapters. In nonMicrosoft NIC Teaming solutions allows the team network adapters to divide traffic based on
virtual local area network (VLAN) so that applications can connect to different VLANs.
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2.4. Default Gateway
In computer networking, a default gateway is a router on a network, which serves as an access
point to another network through which computers from a LAN network can communicate with
outside world. In home computing network configurations, an ISP provides a physical device that
both connects local network to the Internet and serves as a gateway. Such devices are digital
subscriber line (DSL) routers and cable routers.
In organizational network infrastructure, a gateway is a node, which is used to routes the data
packet from a workstation of one network to another network. The default gateway generally
connects the internal networks and the outside network i.e., internet.

2.5. Requirements for Redundant Default Gateway Settings
When a host needs to communicate with a device on its local subnet, it needs to generate a
broadcast message throughout the subnet which is an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request
and wait for the unicast address resolution protocol reply and exchange packets. However, if the
destination device is located on a different subnet then the sending device depends on an
intermediate system (a router, for example) to forward packets to and from that subnet.
A sending workstation identifies its nearest router, which is also known as the default gateway or
next hop, by its IP address. If the sending device comprehends something about routing, it
considers that all packets destined off-net must be sent to the gateway’s media access control
(MAC) address instead of the other end’s MAC address. Therefore, the sending device first sends
an address resolution protocol (ARP) request to find the default gateway’s MAC address. Then
packets can be sent to the default gateway directly without looking for ARP entries for individual
destinations which has been illustrated in Figure 1.
If the default gateway router becomes down, then hosts cannot communicate with the networks
that is connected with the router. To avoid single point of failure, we can implement another
default gateway within the same subnet to eliminate single point of failure that has been
illustrated in Figure 2.
But there is a problem with this type of settings. If one router goes down, then we have to
manually change the default gateway in the client PC’s to forward packet through another default
gateway router within the same LAN. To avoid this problem, we use our algorithm with new
protocol default gateway weight settings (DGW).
2.6. Existing protocol that are used for redundant default gateway:
Hot standby router protocol is one of the protocol (HSRP) that is used to operate with an
active/standby model. Two routers cooperate with each other using HSRP protocol to act as a
default router. However, only one protocol will work as a default gateway at any time to actively
support the end user traffic. The active router will carry the end user traffic for the other network.
Then the other routers of the HSRP protocol will be in stand by state. It will wait to take over the
control from the active router if active router face any problem which has been showed in Figure
3.
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Figure 1: Default gateway with single point of failure
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Figure 2: Redundant default gateway with manual default configuration
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Figure 3: Default gateway with HSRP protocol

The HSRP protocol works with the virtual IP address. Active router controls the virtual IP
address. This virtual IP address is part of the HSRP configuration. This IP address is the
additional address in the fast Ethernet interface of the active and standby routers. All the IP
address belongs to the same subnet. The router then automatically creates virtual MAC address.
All the co-operating HSRP routers know these virtual address, but only active default gateway
will use virtual IP address at any one point of time.
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2.7. DGW protocol
DGW protocol needs to be enabled into the routers Fast Ethernet interface that is connected with
the local area network (LAN) switch. The number of routers that would be connected with the
LAN switch should be minimum two. Host Server will be connected with switch thorough
multiple network interface cards. All network interface cards should be combined together to
form virtual network adapter, which is also known as the NIC teaming to provide the fault
tolerance and high availability for the server.
The server is running with hypervisor where multiple virtual machine can be configured for
different service. To implement our protocol for automatic default gateway, all IP address should
be configured within a single subnet of all virtual machines and routers Ethernet interface of the
LAN which has been showed in Figure 4.
On the network interface card of virtual machine, we need to configure the options for our DGW
protocol for Ethernet interface that needs to be performed with the driver software update of
different vendor specified network interface card.
When we enable our protocol into the router Ethernet interface and virtual machine Ethernet
interface, this will generate a multicast hello message within that subnet using the default
multicast address 224.254.254.254. With this hello messages routers will send their LAN
interface IP address configuration. Every router will analyze the hello messages to identify
whether all IP address of the routers belong to the same subnet in the LAN network. Using the
multicast message, DGW protocol will work between the routers. DGW protocol will select only
one active router and standby routers based on the uptime of routers. Uptime will be calculated
from the routers. The routers with the highest uptime will become the active router and weight
will be set to 0 and for the standby routers weight will be set according to the chronological
orders. For example 1, 2, 3…etc. Now this auto weight settings of the routers will be send to the
virtual machines though the multicast message of neighbor advertisement using DGW protocol.
Here the multicast message would be 224.253.253.253.
DGW protocol will always run on the background of network interface card (NIC) card of the
virtual network adapter of the virtual machines. The neighbor advertisement message of the DGW
protocol will put the default gateway settings. In the NIC card, there should be the options of
multiple default gateway settings with different weight i.e., IP address with weight
The DGW protocol, which will also run in the network interface card, will be used to route
packets with the lowest weight settings of the router IP address. DGW protocol will always send
multi casted keep alive messages using the multicast address 224.253.253.253 to active default
gateways at every 100 millisecond. If two keep alive messages are missed between host virtual
machine and active default gateway router, then DGW protocol will automatically choose next
lowest weight settings as the default gateway in the virtual NIC card of virtual machine. At the
same time, this router with the weight settings 1 will become the active router and all other router
will become the standby routers.
In this way, virtual machine will provide the fault tolerance with automated default gateway
setting using DGW protocol with maximum down time of 200 milliseconds.
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Figure 4: DGW protocol with redundant default gateway.
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same time, this router with the weight settings 1 will become the active router and all other router
will become the standby routers.
In this way, virtual machine will provide the fault tolerance with automated default gateway
setting using DGW protocol with maximum down time of 200 milliseconds

2.7. Pseudo code of DGW:
Router_weight_settings()
{
1. The routers will generate multicast Hello messages using IP address 224.254.254.254
using the Ethernet interface.
2. Every router will analyze their network address by calculating through the subnet mask.
If all routers will belong to the same network address then they will establish neighbor
ship with each other.
3. Collect the uptime of each router by using the multicast messages.
4. Everybody will compare their own uptime with the uptime of the other routers and the
higher one will win.
5. Assign weight 0 with the IP address of the highest uptime of router.
6. Increment the weight number or next higher uptime routers and continue it for all
remaining routers.
7. Router with lowest weight settings will hold a copy of weight settings of all routers.
8. Send output to the function weight_settings
End of function.
}
Weight_settings()
{
1. Contains the list of outputs.
}
Multicast_message_generation_virtual_machine()
{
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Virtual machines in server generates muiticast message with destination IP
255.253.253.253.
Only routers will sense that multicast message and determine whether source IP address
belong to the same network of the routers LAN interface.
If source IP address belong to the same network, then
{
Lowest weight settings router will send a unicast reply messages to the virtual machine of
the same network which will contain list of default gateways with different weight
settings virtual machine function
}
All virtual machines within the same network will get the list of default gateways.
Selecting default gateway by invoking the function select_default()

}
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Select_default()
{
1. Select the lowest weight settings of the default gateway list and place lowest weight
settings as the default gateway of that virtual machine network adapter.
2. Start function monitoring_default_gateway()
}
Monitoring_default_gateway()
{
1. Start sending and receiving keep_alive_messages between host and selected default
gatewayat every 100 millisecond
2. If two consecutive keep_alive_messages are missed then
3. Track the default gateway with the lowest weight settings.
4. Send this default gateway to the function calculate_new_gateway()
}
Calculate_new_gateway()
{
1. Invoke function weight_settings().
2. Select next lower default_gateway from the list of default_gateway.
3. Invoke function Monitoring_default_gateway()
}

2.7. Comparison between DGW protocol and other existing protocols
There are copious advantages of using this DGW protocol over the current hot standby redundant
protocol (HSRP) and Virtual Redundant router Protocol (VRRP). Both HSRP and VRRP protocol
supports active and standby mode of routers. These protocol requires virtual IP address and needs
manual configuration into the routers. Moreover, these protocol can be implemented only with
two routers. Furthermore, to switch between the routers, it takes 3-5 seconds. The DGW protocol
will automatically start functioning with the routers and hosts. There is no requirement of manual
default gateway configuration in the hosts. This protocol is not limited to the number of routers
and it can be re-converged within 200 milliseconds. So, DGW protocol provides seamless
redundancy and fault tolerance among the virtual machines of the servers which ensures high
availability of applications and service through virtualization. In spite of being planned for virtual
machines, this protocol can also supports physical machines.

3. CHALLENGES FOR IMPLEMENTING DGW PROTOCOL
Network interface card driver need to reprogrammed for supporting the algorithm of this protocol
and router interworking operating system (IOS) also needs to be updated to support this protocol.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of the default gateway weight setting protocol is to ensure the high reliability,
availability, and high fault tolerance for the default gateway of virtual network adapter settings in
the virtual machines of the host. The DGW protocol will work at the virtual network interface
card of virtual machine as well as physical network interface card of physical machines.
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